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1.0 RSX-llM INSTALLATION

The RSX-llM installation requires the use of pseudo device names and
assumes the name SYn: to be assigned to the system device. RSX-llM
users who have not included the pseudo device names should list the
build file and type the equivalent commands.

2.0 COMPILER STACK SPACE

The RSX-llM compiler task as supplied has a stack size of 512 decimal
words; the RSX-llD Compiler has a 1024 word stack. If a larger stack
size is required, the compiler should be re-built after changing the
tasKi builder option in the relevant command file. (See Chapter A,
Installation Guide.)

3.0 ERROR MESSAGES

3.1 Compiler Error Messages - English Language Text

To ensure that compile time English language error messages aie found,
the task build command file should be modified to assign LUN 7 to the
device where the text file will reside.
For example:

ASG = DK0:7

will look for the text file on DK0:

3.2 Avoiding The Overhead Of Run-time English Language Text

A reduction in the size of Coral tasks can be achieved by removing the
overhead of run-time English language text. When COROTS.OLB has been
built, use LIBRARIAN to REPLACE the module CRRTET with CRRTED.
CRRTED.OBJ and CRRTET. OBJ are both supplied on the kit in UIC [11,52].



4.0 GENERAL HINTS

1.

2.

3..

4.

J.

6.

8.

9,

10.

Linking with the CORAL OTS when no CORAL I/O is required gives an

unnecessary core overhead, of 850 words. To avoid this problem

the following should be declared at task build time:

ACTFIL = 1

UNITS =0

GBLDEF = $CSERD:base

GBLDEF ~ .FINIT:base

GBLDEF = $CLOS:base

GBLDEF = $CERR:base+2

ABSPAT = rootname:base:207:12746:463:104377

Where rootname is the name of the root segment and base is 20 for

RSX-llD and IAS and the start of the stack for RSX-llM. The task

should not be linked with SYSRES.

If a byte or byte array declaration is not preset, the first byte

of the declaration will be allocated immediately following the

end of the previous declaration. If the declaration is preset,

however, the first byte will be allocated at the next even

address following the end of the previous declaration.

Error 147 is reported at the beginning of a block rather than

when the end of the block is forced.

An INTEGER PROCEDURE without an ANSWER statement may not report a

compile time error in certain cases.

Comnile time error messages are, in certain circumstances, not

always associated with the correct line number. This usually

occurs when using 'INCLUDE' files.

To guarantee full procedure call optimization, use the switch

/0P:3 when compiling.

7. Where there is no UFD for the compiler scratch file the messages

OPEN FAILURE ON SCRATCH FILE
CLOSE ERROR ON SCRATCH FILE

appear, but these are followed by

COMPILATION SUCCESSFUL.

Compilation statistics are not printed out at the end of a

compilation using the 32K compiler, even when the relevant switchomp
is set.

If 'TEST' is placed before an identifier beginning with the

letter E then an error 24 is generated.

e.g •TEST' 2 EX :=

Error 147 is reported
declaration in a block.

A -- B;

if 'TEST is placed on the first

#



11.

12.

e.g. 'SEGMENT'
•BEGIN'
'TEST' 1 'BYTE' A;

If a record is written to a fixed record length file and is
larger than < he fixed length specified at create time^ the record
is written and no error is reported. On reading back the record^
CORAL WARNING 9-4, RECORD TOO LONG - INFORMATION LOST, is
reported.

When comparing values, any value less than
construed as being greater than 2147483647.

"2147418114 can be

13. Type forcing

a) Multiplication

The basic rule is multiply first. The type ot the
multiplication is based on the operands as indicated below.

*



5.0 AMENDMENTS TO PDP-11 CORAL 66 COMPILER, OTS AND STAND-ALONL OTS
INSTALLATION GUIDE

1. Page 2-5, section 2.2.2.2 replace
CSYS.TSK RSX-llD/IAS Bootable Image Generator etc
by
CSYS.TSK RSX-llD Bootable Image Generator etc

2. Page 2-6, Section 2,2.2.4 insert
CSYS.TSK IAS Bootable Image Generator for stand-alone OTS

3. Pole 5-6, section 6.3.2 replace
PDS>COPY DEn:[ll :i CSYS.TSK DDn: [11 , 1] * .

*

by
PDS>COPY DEn: [11,54]CSYS.TSK DDn : [11 , 1] * .

*

4. Page 5-8, section 5.4.2 replace
PDS>COP/CO MTJ8: [11,1]CSYS.TSK/D0 DDn : [11 , 1] * .

*

by
PDS>COP MT0: [11,54] CSYS.TSK/DO DDn : [11 , 1] * .

*

PDS>COP/CO DDn: [11,1]CSYS.TSK DDn: [11 , 1] * .

*

5. Page 5-1)21, section 5.5.2 replace
LBR> DDn : [11,54] STAOTS . OLB/IN=DEn : [ 11 , 54 ] STAMAT . EIS
by
LBR>DDn: [1 , 24] STAOTS .OLB/IN=DEn: [11 , 54] STAMAT.EIS

6. Page 5-13, section 5.6.3 replace
TKB>DDn: [1 , 24] STAOTS .OLB/LB :CSXXXX, DDn: [11 , 54] STAOTS .OLB/LB
by
TKB>DDn: [1 , 24] STAOTS .OLB/LB :CSXXXX,DDn: [1 , 24] STAOTS .OLB/LB

7. Page 5-3, paction 5.2.2 replace
MCR> FLX DDn: [ll,l]/CO:45.=MTiJ: [11,1]CSYS.TSK
by
MCR> FLX DDn: [11,1]/CO/BL:34.=MT0: [11,1]CSYS.TSK

8. Page 5-12, section 5.6.2 replace
>FLX DDn: [1,54]/CO:45.=MT0: [1,54]CSYS.TSK
by
> FLX DDn: [1,54]/CO/BL:45.=MT0: [1,54]CSYS.TSK

5.1 RL01 AND RK07 DISTRIBUTION MEDIA

The CORAL 66 software is also distributed c i the RL01 and RKi87 media
for RSX-llM and IAS. For installation, follow the RK05 procedure, but
substitute the appropriate mnemonic in command lines. Where DEn:
appears, substitute DLn: for the RLj31 kit and DMn: for the RK07 kit
in the command lines of the following sections in the CORaL 66
Compiler, OTS and Stand-Alone OTS nstallation Guide:

3.2.1.1
5.3.2

4.3.2
5.3.3

4.3.3
5.5.2

4.3.4
5.5.3

4.5.1

Furthermore, for the RSX-liM installation, reply Y to the question:

>* IS YOUR DISTRIBUTION MEDIUM DECPACK OR RKi86? [Y/N] :



6.0 AMENDMENTS TO PDP-11 CORAL 66 OTS AND STAND-ALONE OTS
INSTALLATION GUIDE

1. Page 2-4, Lection 2.2.2.2 replace
CSYS.TSK RSX-llD/IAS Bootable Image Generator etc.
by
CSYS.TSK RSX-llD Bootable Image Generator etc.

2. Page 2-4, section 2.2.2.4 insert
CSYS.TSK IAS Bootable Image Generator for the Stand-Alone

OTS

3. Page 4-3, section 4.2.2 replace
PDS>COP MT0:[ 11,1] CSYS.TSK/DO DDn:[ 11,1]*.

*

by
PDS>COP MT0:[11,54]CSYS.TSK/DO DDn:[ll,l]*.*
PDS>COP/CO DDn: [11,1]CSYS.TSK DDn : [1 1 , 1

J *.

*

4» Page 4-6, section 4.3.2 replace
LBR>DDn: [ll,54]STAOTS.OLB/IN=DDn: [11,54]STAMAT.EIS
by
LBR>DDn: [l,24]STAOTS.OLB/IN=DDn: [11,54]STAMAT.EIS

5. Page 4-7, section 4.3.3 replace
TKB>DDn: [ 1 , 24 ] STAOTS .OLB/LB :CSXXXX,DDn : [ 1 1 , 54 ] STAOTS .GLB/^B
by
TKB>DDn: [ 1 , 24 ] STAOTS .OLB/LB rCSXXXX, DDn : [ 1 , 24 ] STAOTS .OLB/I

B

6. Page 4-1, section 4.1.2 replace
MCR> FLX DDn: [ 1 1 , 1 ] /CO: 45. =MT0 : [ 1 1 , 1 ] CSYS .TSK
by
MCR> FLX DDr [ 1 1 , 1 ] /CO/BL : 34 . =MT0 : [ 1 1 , 1 ] CSYS .TSK

? Page 4-5, section 4.3.2 replace
> FLX DDn:[l,54]/CO:45.=MT0:[l,54]CSYS.TSK
by
> FLX DDn: [1,54]/CO/BL:45.=MT0: [1,541CSYS.TSK

8, Page 3-3, section 3.3.1 insert
> ASN DDn:=SY:



7.0 CORAL V3.0 RESTRICTIONS

The following pages give details of problems known to exist in the

compiler, GTS and stand-alone GTS. Each problem is described as a

separate article in as much detail as possible.

The aim of presenting the problems in this way, instead of as a set of

short paragraphs, is to give the user maximum information on the

circumstances and cause of each one^ and the method of avoidance.

It will be noted that in many cases a problem could be regarded as

trivial or else is caused by a construct or situation that would be

unlikely to arise in the average program. They are included here to

minimise user inconvenience, and to avoid unnecessary SPR's.

7.1 Compiler Restrictions

The following pages list the restrictions known
compiler at the time of release.

to exist in the o



V3.0 CompileiT Restriction Number 1

Title: Loss of Newline Characters in Preset Strings

Problem:

A fault in the compiler causes Carriage Return and Line Feed
characters to be omitted from preset strings under certain
circumstances which are not well defined.

The occurrence of the fault depends on which compiler is in use
(i.e. it is overlay struc :ure dependent) and also on the source
being compiled.

Avoidance:

The user is advised to take no action unless the fault actually
manifests itself. If it does, then it may be avoided by
assigning the string to the variable at run time.

Example:

If in the following declaration, new line characters are lost:

'INTEGER' I :="A String with a New Line in it";

then the problem may be avoided by:

•INTEGER' I;

I:="A string with a New Line in it";



V3.0 Compiler Restriction Number 2

Title: Comparison of LONG variable with Constant - ERR0R81

Problem:

If a LONG variable is compared (in an 'IF' clause) with an

expression containing a constant whose magnitude is greater than

32767 and upon which compile-time arithmetic is performed, then

an error 81 will be erroneously reported. Negation is treated as

compile time arithmetic.

Avoidance:

Avoid compile time arithmetic in these cases by presetting a

variable with the required constant, and using the variable in

the compar ison.

Example:
General case: 'If LONGVAR-expression 'THEN'...

Expression

32768
-32768
32768*2
32768*VARIABLE
32767*2

-32767*2
-32768*VARIABLE

Whether compiles

YES
NO
NO
YES
YES
YES
NO

8



V3.0 Compiler Restriction Number 3

Title: Exit from Body of Multiple Element FOR Loop-Run Time Stack
Overflow

Problem:

If the control variable of a FOR loop is set to successive
elements (separated by commas) then the body of the loop is
compiled as a procedure and is entered by means of a JSR PC.

If a jump is made out of the body of such a FOR loop by means of
a GOTO, the return PC is not first cleared off the stack. This
can result in stack overflow.

If the FOR loop is finally completed normally, the stack is reset
correctly.

Avoidance:

Allow sufficient stack space for the number
will be taken.

of times the GOTO

Example:

•FOR'I:=l,5,7
'BEGIN'
J:=I
•GOTO 'LAB

•END'

'DO'

LAB:

is compiled as:

LAB

MOV



*&!l^ a

V3.0 Compiler Restriction Number 4

Title: Bracketed Comment Followed by Form Feed -ERRORS 25,182,200

Problem:

Under certain conditions, a bracketed comment followed by a form

feed results in a minor (25) and a major (182) error. In other

cases form, feed gives a warning (200) and is ignored apart from

being listed.

The problem only arises if the bracketed comment followed by a

form feed and the next line of input are all in the same record

in the source file.

Avoidance:

Form feed is not a record terminator. Edit a file giving the

problem so that each line is terminated with Carriage Return.

10



V3.0 Compiler Restriction Number 5

Title: Typed Procedure as VALUE parameter to Code Statement
199

- ERROR

Problem;

If a typed procedure call is used as a VALUE parameter in a Code
Prelude, ne ,v.r:>piler terminates with ERROR 199 (Abnormal
Termination »f wO:>.>.* lation) .

Avoidance:

The procedure value should be assigned to
variable passed in the Code Prelude.

a variable, end the

Example:

'INTEGEF PROCEDURE' P ( 'VALUE '' INTEGER' A)

;

•ANSWER' A+l;

'CODE ('VALUE' 'INTEGER' P (I)) 'BEGIN' 240 'END';
will cause abnormal termination

J : =P ( I ) ;

'CODE' ( 'V^LUE' 'INTE ZR'J) 'BEGIN' 240 'END';

will comp^'e successfully

11



V3.0 Compiler Restriction Number 6

Title: Incorrect code for 2-dimensional Array references

Problem:

If the indices of a 2-dimensional array reference contain a

constant as the first index and an expression involving a

constant as the second index, then a subsequent reference to the

same element may use an incorrect address.

Avoidance:

Either use a variable for the first index

between the two statements to force re

address.

or place a label
calculation of the

Example:

•INTEGER' 'ARRAY' C [1:2,1:2];

'INTEGER' IrJ;

J:=l;

C ll,J+l] :=3;

I :=CllrJ-^ll ?

In the above case, the address of C[1,J1 and not l[1,J-»-1] is

calculated in the second statement and is held in a register for

use by the third statement. The value 3 is stored correctly in

C[l,2] but the variable I is set to the contents of C[l,l].

12



V3,0 Compiler Restriction Number 7

Title: Presetting variables

Problem:

1) The compiler fails to preset variables correctly if they
follow an array of 4096 words or more and Bounds Checking is
operational.

2) Problems are also known to exist when

i) presetting 2 dimensional arrays with 'OCTAL' values

ii) presetting integers following procedure declarations.

Avoidance:

1) Do net use Bounds Checking if the conditJ'is given in 1)
above are existing, but write a check into le program.

2) Try to avoid presetting when these conditions prevail.

Example:

1) •BYTE' 'ARRAY' A [ 1 : 2 , 1 : 4096]

;

'INTEGER' B, C: =1,1;

In the above example the value of C will be incorrect if
Bounds Checking is Operational.

13



V3.0 Compiler Restriction Number 8

Title: Null macro parameters

Problem:

The compiler fails to recognise null macro parameters

Avoidance:

ZAP patch #3.1 (supplied in these Release Notes) corrects the

problem.

Example:

'DEFINE' A (Nl, N2, N3, N4) "Nl; N2; N3; N4 ;

"

A (PI, P2,,) ;

14



V3.0 Compiler Restriction 9

Title: Illegal syntax constructs

Problem:

Illegal 'TABLE' construct gives error 199
of compilation)

•

(abnormal termination

Avoidance:

ZAP patch #3.2 (supplied in these Release Notes) corrects the
problem.

Example:

'TABLE' T [X,Y]
[Tl 'INTEGER';

1;

15



V3.0 Compiler Restriction 10

Title: Mismatch in decision tables

Problem:

Passing an inner parameterless procedure as

inner procedure causes stack problems.
a parameter to an

Avoidance:

It is recommended that the inner parameterless procedure is given

m dummy parameter. ZAP patch #3.3 (supplied in these Release

Notes) corrects the immediate problem but has not been thoroughly

tested and may have side effects.

Example:

'PROCEDURE' OUTER;
'BEGIN' 'PROCEDURE' INNERl ( 'PROCEDURE'

'PROCEDURE' INNER2; ;

INNERl (INNER2)

;

'END' OUTER?

F) ; F;

16



V3.0 Compiler Restriction Number 11

Title: A conditional expression containing the boolean operator 'AND'
can leave on entry on the stack for non-FPP code.

Problem:

When a conditional expression involves a floating point array
with an integer index and the boolean operator 'AND\ an array
address is left on the stack if an" condition but the last in the
expression is not satisfied.

Avoidance

:

The conditional expression must be made into a procedure. This
will release stack space on exit. Allow sufficient stack space
at task build time.

Example:

'IF' FLOAT [I]>6 'AND' FLOAT [I] <9 'THEN'

If the first condition is not satisifed i.e. FL0AT[I1<=^ then an

array address will be left on the stack.

17



7.2 OTS Restrictions

The following pages list the restrictions known to exist in the OTS at

the time of release.

18



V3.0 OTS Restriction Number 1

Title: AST/SST with DWRITE/FWRITE

Problem:

Stack may corru " when using AST's or SST's and DWRITE or
in the same task.

FWRITE

Avoidance:

At task build time the following global patch must be entered.

GBLPAT=segment name: $CWRF-»-30 : 4737 : xxx : ^40 : 240 : 240 : 240 : 240

where xxx is the address of the patch area.

In the patch area the followino instructions should be entered:

MOV 6(SP) , R0
MOV 10 (SP) , Rl
MOV R5,10 (SP)
MOV R4,6(SP)
MOV SP,R3
ADD #12, R3
RTS PC

19



V3.0 OTS Restriction Number 2

Title: IREAD/LREAJ

Problem:

The procedures perform incorrect conversions if the character
string input represents a value which is too large. No error is

reported.

Avoidance:

Avoid using TREAD or LREAD if the situation is likely to arise

IREAD/LREAD could be simulated by procedure which uses READCH.

Example:

J:= IREAD (I); where 1=123456
converts to -7616.

20



V3.0 OTS Restriction Number 3

Title: DREAD/DWRITE incompatibility

Problem:

Output format of DWRITE is incompatible
expected by DREhD

with the input format

Avoidance:

At task build time the followilig global patch must be entered

GBLPAT= segment name: $CWRF+10: 42431

21



V3,0 CTS Restriction Number 4

Title: Conversion Routines

rroblem:

A task calling a conversion routine (CHARI etc) which results in

• conversion error if the task attempts to output a message, for

example using WRITETEXT, the message fails to appear.

Avoidance:

At task build time the following global patch must be entered

GBLPAT= segment name : $C0TSE-»-4 : 4 737 : xxx

where xxx is the address of the patch area.

In the patch area the following instructions should be entered:

MOV #4001, R3
CLR 36(R4)
RTS PC

22



7.3 Stand-alone OTS Restrictions

The following pages list the restrictions
Stand-alone OTS at the time of release.

known to exist in the

23



V3.0 Stand-alone OTS Restriction Number 1

Title: Servicing Interrupts when using DWRITE/FWRITE

Problem:

Stack may corrupt if the stand-alone system uses DWRITE or FWRITE

and services, for example, clock interrupts.

Avoidance:

At task build time the following global patch must be entered.

GBLPAT=segmeiit name: $CWRF-«-30 : 47 37: xxx: 240 : 240 : 240: 240: 240

where xxx is the address of the patch area.

In the patch area the following instructions should be entered:

MOV



V3.0 Stand-alone OTS Restriction Number 2

Title: IREAD/LREAD

Problem:

The procedures perform incorrect conversions if the character
string input represents a value which is too large. No error is
reported

.

Avoidance:

Avoid using IREAD or LREAD if the situation is likely to arise
IREAD/LREAD could be simulated by a procedure which uses READCH.

Example:

J:=IREAD (I); where 1=123456
converts to -7616.

25



V3.0 Stand-alone OTS Restriction Number 3

Title: DREAD/DWRITE incompatibility

Problem:

Output format of DWRITE is incompatible
expected by DREAD

with the input format

Avoidance:

At task build time the following global patch must be entered:

GBLPAT= segment name: $CWRF+10: 42431

26



V3.0 Stand-alone OTS Restriction Number 4

Title: Conversion Routines

Problem:

A task calling a convecrion routine (CHART etc) which results in
a conversion error if tne task attempts to output a message, for
example using WRITETEXT, the message fails to appear. Avoidance:

At task build time the following global patch muse be entered:

GBLPAT=segment name : $C0TSE+4

:

4737 : xxx

where xxx is the address of the patch area.

In the patch area the following instructions should be entered:

MOV #4001, R3
CLR 36(R4)
RTS PC

27



V3.0 Stand-alone OTS Restriction Number 5

Title: Generating a bootable system on RK05

Problem:

There is a

systems.
problem with the bootstrap for RK05 Stand-alone

Avoidance:

At task build time the following global patches should be

entered

:

GBLPAT=segment name :C$RKll+22: 4 2763: 17777: 6 : 52763: 1 : 6: 300: 5400

GBLPAT=segname:C$RKll+42: 10063: 2: 12713: 5: 105713: 100376: 5713: 100475

GBLPAT=segment name :C$RKll+62: 4 54

28



V3.0 Stand-alone OTS Restriction Number 6

Title: Generating a stand-alone system under RSX-llD

Problem:

Because of the way the RSX-llD task builder operater, the
interrupt vectors set up by the terminal handler (CSTT) are
overwritten by system interrupt vectors set up by CSVECT.

Avoidance:

The modules CSTT. MAC and CSTABL.MAC should be edited as follows,
and replaced in the stand-alone OTS library.

1) In CSTABL.MAC paste $TT with $XTT

2) In CSTT. MAC replace $TT::
$XTT:

:

$TT:

by

29



8.0 ZAP PATCHES FOR CORAL 66 V3.0 COMPILER

ZAP PATCH FOR PDPll CORAL66 COMPILER

Patch #3.1 Updated Ident : V03.0A

Applicable to : CORAL 66 (Version 3) compilers

Page 1 of 1

Corrects the following faults :

1) Non-recognition of null macro parameters

Patch body :

_Argl

:

Arg2;R
_0,5\
Argl:0r00005\ ???
_101
_Arg3: Arg4;lR
1,2172/

Arg3:l, 002172/ 001454
_240
X

Arguments :

(NOTE : Arguments are in pairs : where no symbol/module is

given, the value refers to the start disk block of

the overlay segment containing the symbol/module
following)

Compiler

Argl
Arg2
Arg3
Arg4

32K M 24K M 32K D 24K D

2

2176
71
105206

2

2176
70
60660

3

4000
57
72126

3
4000
65
57744

Symbol/Module

ACBZID (S)

PCL007 (M)

30



ZAP PATCH FOR PDPll CORAL66 COMPILER

Patch # 3.2

Applicable to : CORAL 66 (Version 3) compilers

Updated Ident : V03.0B

Page 1 of 1

Corrects the following faults ;

1) Illegal syntax constructs

Patch body :

__Argl : Arg2 ;R

Argl:0,00005\ ???
_102
_Arg3 : Arg4 ; IR
_lr334/
Arg3:l, 000334/ 100001
_100000
X

Arguments :

(NOTE : Arguments are in pairs : where no symbol/module is
given, the value refers to the start disk block of
the overlay segment containing the symbol/module
following)

Compiler

Argl
Arg2
Arg3
Arg4

32K M

2

2176
71

126346

24K M

2

2176
131
60524

32K D

3

4000
57
113266

24K D

3

123
57610

Symbol/Module

ACBZID (S)

ACIDSl (M)
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ZAP PATCH FOR PDPll CORAL66 COMPILER

Patch #3.3 Updated Ident : V03.0C

Applicable to : CORAL 66 (Version 3) compilers

Page 1 of 2

Corrects the following faults :

1) Mismatch in decision tables

NOTE: This patch is not recommended unless absolutely
necessary . (See V3.0 Compiler Restriction Number 10)

Patch body :

_Argl

:

Arg2;R
_0,5\
Argl:0,00005\ ???
_103
_Arg3:Arg4;lR
__Arg5:Arg6;2R
_Arg7:Arg8; 3R
__Arg9:Argl0;4R
1,724/

Arg3:l, 000724/ 000342
_100342
^2,1100/
Arg5:2, 001100/ 000342
__100342
3,1100/

Arg7:3, 001100/ 000342
_100342
4,1354/

Arg9:4, 001354/ 000365
_100365
X
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Page 2 of 2

Arguments

(NOTE : Arguments are in pairs : where no symbol/nodule is
given, the value refers to the start disk block of
the overlay segment containing the symbol/module
following)

Compiler

Argl
Arg2
Arg3
Arg4
Arg5
Arg6
Arg7
Arg8
Arg9
Argl0

32K M

2

2176
440
143010
440
144556
440
146500
440
150422

24K M

2

2176
541
117450
551
117414
560
117410
567
117334

32K D

3

4000
422
127730
422
131476
422
133420
422
135342

24K D

3

4000
533
116534
543
11651^0
552
116474
561
116420

Symbol/Module

ACBZID (S)

DECTA2 (M)

DECTA4 (M)

DECTA5 (M)

DECTA6 (M)
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9.0 INCREASING CORAL 66 PROGRAMMING EFFICIENCY

This section provides information helpful to the programmer interested

in minimising program execution time or storage space requirements.

9.1 Factors Affecting Program Efficiency

The efficiency of a CORAL 66 object program depends on two factors,

1. The way in which the programmer codes the source program.

2» The way in which the compiler treats the source program.

These two factors may be interrelated. The effectiveness of certain

compiler optimizations can, in some cases, be increased by the use of

certain programming techniques in the source program. Also, knowledge

of which CORAL 66 constructs are handled most efficiently by the

compiler can be used when coding the source program.

Each topic described in the following sections is flagged with one of

the following,

(space)

(time)

(compiler time)

indicates that the primary concern is to

minimise program memory requirements.

indicates that the primary concern is to

minimise execution time.

indicates that the primary concern is to

minimise compile time, without affecting (space)

or (time) unless also indicated.

A particular topic can have both space and time designations,

indicating savings in both space and time.

NOTE

The information provided in this Chapter
is to help in minimising program
execution time or storage requirements.
However, certain points made may suggest
techniques that depart from what are
regarded as "good high-level programming
techniques"

.

9.1.1 Use of the /OP Switch (space, time) - Changing the default

setting of this switch from 1 to 2 may produce more efficient code, at

the expense of compile time.

9.1.2 Use of the /OS Switch (space, time) - The default setting of

this switch is /OS:0. By setting this switch to a non-zero value,

together with careful use of Anonymous References, Data Overlays, and

Formal LOCATIONS (as defined in the definition of the /OS switch,

refer to the lAS/RSX/VMS CORAL 66 User's Guide, Chapter 1, Section
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1.2,1.8), the compiler may produce more compact code.

9.1.3 Use of the /TR Switch (space, time) - The Trace switch causes
extra code to be inserted in the object file at each change of source
line. This code passes the source line number to the error reporting
procedure for printing if errors are discovered at run-time.

9.1.4 Use of the /BC Switch (space, time) - The Bounds Checking switch
causes extra code to be generated at each ARRAY, TABLE and SWITCH
reference.

If a program generates references that may go out of bounds, the user
should consider including source code checks, rather than the global
checking that the /BC switch invokes.

9.1.5 Parameters with Procedure Calls (space) - The procedure calling
sequence in CORAL 66 follows the PDP-11 subroutine calling convention:
it is re-entrant and in some cases recursive.

1. As few parameters should be passed to procedures as are
necessary. Only parameters that change should be passed.
Non changing parameters such as Constants, array names,
labels and so on, should be programmed such that they are
accessible to both the procedure and the calling locations.
While it is considered not good programming practice, the use
of non-local variable within the procedure save the overheads
of passing a parameter.

2. By making the procedure typed, the effect of passing a scalar
back from a procedure may be accomplished, thus avoiding the
overhead of a parameter transfer.

Example:

STATUS := COPY (A, B)

?

will normally generate a few words less than

COPY (A,B, STATUS)

;

where COPY is a typed procedure in the first case. If
the call is combined with a single test, the savings are
greater. See the following example.

Example:

I T n« »IF' COPY (A,B) = SUCCESS 'THEN' ?

is more efficient than

STATUS = COPY (A,B)

;

'IF' STATUS = SUCCESS 'THEN' ..

If more than one test is to be
should be used.

• 9

made the second case

3. Savings can be made by not using procedure local data in
procedure calls.
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4. The input/output procedures supplied in the CORAL 66 Object
Time System (OTS) , due to their generalised nature, require
many parameters. In many user programs, many of the

parameters will not change from call to call. Where many
calls are made to an OTS procedure, the user should consider
writing a simple procedure that accepts only the changing
parameters, and itself calls the relevant OTS procedure
supplying all parameters.

The gain using this technique can be considerably smaller
object code, at the expense of slightly increased time to

execute each call.

This technique can be extended in general to calls to a user
procedure with many parameters.

9.1.6 Comparisons with are More Efficient (space) - Comparisons
with 0, for example, =0, <0 , >0,=<0 , >=0 generate one word of code less

than comparisons with other numbers.

Example:

'IF' A=0 'THEN' ...?

is one word smaller than

'IF' A=l 'THEN' . . .;

When checking the status returned by a typed procedure, the
should choose to make zero or non-zero the most expected return.
A special case of,

user

'IF' A>=1 'THEN' . .

.

where A is an integer or byte is optimised by the compiler to,

'IF' A > 'THEN' . . . .;

9.1.7 Use Conditional Expressions in Less Obvious Places
(space) - Conditional expressions can be used, in general, as

arguments to VALUE type parameters.

Example:

The following two procedure calls,

'IF' A>1 'THEN' OPEN {B,C,3,D)
'ELSE' OPEN (B, C, 5, D)

;

produce about 50% less code when written as

OPEN (B,C, 'IF' A>1 'THEN' 3 'ELSE' 5, D)

;

9.1.8 Ttsting Bits (space, time) - The CORAL 66 'BITS' construction
generates code to extract the required field and r ight- justify it, or

left-shift before inserting it.

If the extracted or inserted field is treated as a series of
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individual bits, as in the case of status bits, then the use of 'MASK*
'UNION' and 'DIFFER' will generate smaller, faster code in almost all
cases.

9.1.9 Integers as 'FOR' Variables (space, speed) - Use 'INTEGERS' as
'FOR' control variables rather than 'BYTES' as the compiler has to
generate extra code to isolate the byte.

9.1.10 Use of Minimum Number Types (speed) - Use the least numbe^'type
consistent with the range of values to be stored, and other variables
involved, for example.

Integer rather than Floating
Floating rather than Double
Integer rather than Long

Refer also to Section 9.1.11.

9.1.11 Inconsiderate Numbertype Mixing (speed) - Inconsiderate mixing
of numbertypes can cause hidden numbertype conversion at runtime.
Efforts to save space by reducing every numbertype to minimum can
actually increase the program size, and reduce speed.

9.1.12 Resident Libraries (space) - The use of resident libraries is
an effective way to reduce total memory requirements in a system.

The CORAL 66 OTS is written as re-entrant, position-independent code
and can be configured as a Resident Library.

The user should refer to the lAS/RSX/VMS CORAL 66 User's Guide,
Chapter 2, Section 2.7 or to the appropriate Task Builder Reference
Manual for details.

9.1.13

1.

Deletion of Macros (compile time) -

The deletion of macros that are no longer required will
decrease compilation time. This is particularly noticeable
in programs with large numbers of macros, where a large
number are deleted before defining many others,

2. Unused macros take compile-t ime

•

9.1.14 Arrays and Tables (space, speed)

1. The use of constants rather than variables in
references will produce more efficient code.

array

2. More code is required to reference a 2-d imensional array than
a 1-d imensional array.

)# When referencing a 2-d imensional array for such operations as
zeroing, consider using a loop with a 1-d imensional array
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4.

5.

When processing a 2-dimensional array with *FOR*

the outer 'FOR' loop use the smaller dimension,
initialising the inner loop so often.

lo( psr make
This avoids

Tables should be used in the situation where few references
are made to large data tables. Code is generated at each

reference to extract or insert the referenced field. Where a

large number of references to tables is required, the user

might consider writing the referencing code in a procedure.

9.1.15 'INCLUDE' Keyword - The 'INCLUDE' keyword provides a mechanism
to aid the writing of modular, reliable and maintainable programs by

eliminating duplication of source code. A section of program text

that is used by several programs, b^jch as CORAL 66 I/O procedures
specifications and Macro definitions, can be created and maintained
separately. A change in the common file will be reflected in each
program on re-compilation.

9.1.16 Direct Manipulation of Strings - Strings can be created and

manipulated directly with a little knowledge of the internal storage
of a CORAL 66 string.

Example:

•BYTE' 'ARRAY' AAA [0:21];
'INTEGER' STRING;

STRING:= 'LOCATION' AAA[0];

AAA10]:= Character Count
AAA[11 :=0;
AAA[21:= First character

AAA[21]:= 20th character

9.1.17 'FOR' Loops (Speed) -

1. Select the initial and step values carefully.

Example:

'FOR' I:= 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 100 'DO' A[2*Il:=B;

will avoid 100 multiplications when written as

'FOR' I:= 2 'STEP' 2 'UNTIL' 200 'DO' A[Il:=B;

2. Avoid placing calculations inside loops where possible.

Example:

'FLOATING' 'ARRAY' A(l:50];
'FLOATING' TEMPI, TEMP2, B, C;
'INTEGER' I, J;

•COMMENT' EXAMPLE ^;
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'FOR' I:=l 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL' 20 'DO'
'BEGIN'

'FOR' J:= 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL'
A[J] := A[J] +1 * B * C;

'END'

;

'COMMENT' EXAMPLE B;

TEMP1:= B * C;
'FOR' I:= 1 'STEP', 'UNTIL' 20 'DO'

'BEGIN'
TEMP 2:= I * TEMPI;
'FOR' J:= 1 'STEP' 1 'UNTIL'

A[J] :=A[J] +TEMP2;
'END';

50 'DOI r\r\ I

50 'DO• r\ni I

In example A the factor B * C is calculated needlessly 1000
tiines within the loop.

Example B saves 980 floats and 1979 floating multiplications
by moving B * C and I outside the loop.

9.1.18

1.

2.

I/O Procedures (space) -

As each type of I/O requires a largely different procedure
from the OTS , the user should try to restrict his use to one
or if necessary two types, to reduce the procedures built
into his task.

Stream or Terminal Interface procedures
Record orocedures
Block procedures

When using stream I/O to a terminal the use of the terminal
interface procedures is preferred, as each call generates
less code.

9.1.19 Overlays - When using the CORAL 66 'OVERLAY' construct, it is
recommended that smaller number types should overlay on larger number
types to avoid boundary conflict.

9.1.20 Organization of Labels (time) -

Both in the interests of good structured programming practice and the
saving of code, an ideal CORAL program should have no labels.
Reducing the number of labels will increase the efficiency of a
program.
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APPENDIX A

DEBUGGING OBJECT PROGRAMS ON-LINE

INTRODUCTION

The following sections are included to enable the user of stand-alone
GTS systems to debug his programs. The module [11 , 54]CSODTX.OBJ

supplied on the distribution kit should be REPLACED in the stand-alone

GTS library. ODT-11 (Gn-line Debugging Technique for the PDP-11) is a

system program which aids in debugging assembled object programs.
From the Teletype keyboard you interact with ODT and the object

program to:

. print the contents of any location for examination or

alteration
^

r.

• run all or part of an object program using the breakpoint
feature

• search the object program for specific bit "patterns

• search the object program for words which reference a specific
word

• calculate offsets for relative addresses

During a debugging session you should have at the terminal the

assembly listing of the program to be debugged. Minor corrections to

the program may be made on-line during the debugging session. The

program n.ay then be run under control of ODT to verify any change
made. Major correct ior.s, however, such as a missing subroutine,
should be noted on the assembly listing and incorporated in a

subsequent updated program assembly.

\*

ODT '8 Command Syntax

ODT's commands are composed of the following characters and symbols.

They are often used in combination with the adoress upon which the

operation is to occur, and are offered here for familiarization prior

to their thorough coverage which follows. Unless indicated otherwise,
n below represents an octal address.

n/

/

n\

open the word at location n

reopen last opened location

(SHIFT/L) ov»*^n the byte at location n (ODT-llX only)
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\

<lf>

RETURN

$n/

t

;B

n;B

n;rB

;rB

n;E

n;W

;nS

;S

n;G

;P

n;P

reopen the last opened byte (ODT-llX only)

(LINE FEED key) open next sequential location

open previous location

close open location and accept the next command

take contents of opened location, index by contents :)f

PC, and open that location

take contents of opened location as absolute address
and open that location (ODT-llX only)

take contents of opened location as relative branch
instruction and open referenced location (ODT-llX only)

return to sequence prior to last @, >, or
open succeeding location (ODT-llX only)

command and

arguments (used with

open general register n (0-7)

separates commands from command
alphabetic commands below)

remove Breakpoint (s)

set Breakpoint at location n

set Breakpoint r at location n (ODT-llX only)

remove r(th) Breakpoint (ODT-llX only)

search for instructions that reference Effective
address n

search for Words with bit patterns which match n

enable Single-instruction mode (n can have any value
and is not significant) ; disable breakpoints

disable Single-instruction modG

Go to location n and start program run

Proceed with program execution from breakpoint; stop
when next breakpoint is encountered or at end of
program

In Single-instruction mode only (ODT-llX) , Proceed to
execute next instruction only

Proceed with program execution from breakpoint; stop
after encountering the breakpoint n times.

In single-instruction mode only (ODT-llX), Proceed to
execute next n instructions.

n/(word)n;0 calculate Offset from location n to location m

$B/

$M/

open Breakpoint status word (ODT-11)
OPEN BREAKPOINT STATUS WORD (ODT-llX)

open search Mask
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$s/

$p/

open location containing user program's Status register

open location containing ODT*s Priority level

With ODT-llr location references must be to even numbered 16-bit

words. With ODT-llX, location references may be to 16-bit words or

8-bit bytes.

The semicolon in the above commands is ignored by ODT-11, but is used

for the sake of consistency, since similar command to ODT-llX require

it.

COMMANDS AND FUNCTIONS

When ODT is started it indicates its readiness to accept commands by

printing an asterisk (*) on the left margin of the terminal paper. In

response to the asterisk, you can issue most commands; for example,

you can examine and, if desired, change a word, run the object program

in its entirety or in segments, or even search core for certain words

or references to certain words. The discussion below first explains
some elementary features, and then covers the more sophisticated
features.

All commands to ODT are issued using the characters and symbols shown

above.

Opining r Chang ingr and Closing Locations

An open location is one whose contents ODT has printed for

examination, and whose contents are available for change. A closed

location is one whose contents are no longer available for change.

Any even-numbered location may be opened using ODT-11.

The contents of an open location can be changed by typing the new

contents followed by a single character command, which requires no

argument (i.e. <lf> RETURN _ @ > <). Any command typed to open a

location when another location is already open causes the currently
open location to be closed.

The Slash (/) - One way to open a location
followed by a slash:

*1000/012746

is to type its address

Location 1000 is open for examination and is available for change.

Should you not wish to change the contents of an open location, merely
type the RETURN key and the location will be closed; ODT prints
another asterisk and waits for another command. However, should you

wish to change the word, simply type the new contents before giving a

command to close the location.

1000/012746 012345

In the example above, location 1000 now contains 012345 and is closed

since the RETURN key was typed after entering the new contents, as

indicated by ODT's second asterisk.
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Used alone, the slash reopens the last location opened:

*1000/012345
*/002340

2340

As shown in the example above, an open location can be closed by
typing the RETURN key. In this case, ODT changed the contents of
location 1000 to 002340 and then closed the location before printing
the *. A single slash then directed ODT to reopen the last location
opened. This allowed us to verify that the word 002340 was correctly
stored in location 1000. (ODT supplies the leading zeros if not
g iven.

)

Note again that opening a location while another is currently open
automatically closes the currently open location before opening the
new location.

The LINE FEED Key - If the key is typed when a location is open, ODT
closes the open location and opens the next sequential location:

*1000/002340 <lf> ( <lf> denotes typing the LINE FEED key)
001002/012740

In this example, the LINE FEED key instructed ODT to print the address
of the next location along with its contents and to wait for further
instructions. After the above operation, location 1000 is closed and
1002 is open. The open location may be modified by typing the new
contents.

The Up-Arrow (") - The up-arrow ( or circumflex) symbol is effected by
typing the SHIFT and N key combination. If the up-arrow is typed when
a location is open, ODT closes the open location and opens the
previous location (as shown by continuing from the example above)

:

001002/012470
001000/002340

(" is printed by typing SHIFT and N)

Now location 1002 is closed and 1000 is open. The open location may
be modified by typing the new contents.

The Back-Arrow (_) - The back-arrow (or underline) symbol is effected
by typing the SHIFT and key combination. If the back-arrow is typed
to an open location, ODT interprets the contents of the currently open
location as an address indexed by the Program Counter (PC) and opens
the location so addressed:

*1006/000006
001016/100405

{ _ is prxnted by typing SHIFT and 0)

Notice in this example that the open location (1006) was indexed by
the PC as if it were the operand of an instruction with address mode
67 as explained in Chapter 3.

A modification to the opened location can be made before a <lf>, -, or
_ is typed. Also, the new contents of the location will be used for
address calculation using the _ command. Example:

100/000222 4<lf> (modify to 4 and open next location)
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000102/000111 e^

000100/000004 100
000202/(contents)

(modify to 6 and open previous location)
(change to 100 and open location indexed
by PC)

Accessing General Registers 0-7 - The program's general registers 0-7

can be opened using the following command format:

*$n/

where n is the integer representing the desired register (in the range

through 7). When opened, these registers can be examined or changed

by typing in new data as with any addressable location. For example:

*$0/000033 (R0 was examined and closed)

and

*$4/000474 464 (R4 was opened, changed, and closed)

The example above can be verified by typing a slash in response to

ODT's asterisk:

*/00464

The <lf>, ", __, or ? commands may be used when a register is open (the

@ is an ODT-llX command)

.

Accessing Internal Registers - The program's Status Register contains

the condition codes of the most recent operational results and the

interrupt priority level of the object program. It is opened using

the following command:

*$S/00311

where $S represents the address of the Status Register. In response

to $S/ in the example above, ODT printed the 16-bit (of which only the

low- order 8 bits are meaningful): Bits 0-3 indicate whether a carry,

overflew, zero, or negative (in that order) has resulted, and bits 5-7

indicate the interrupt priority level (in the range 0-7) of the object

program.

The $ is used to open certain other internal locations:

$B

$M

$P

$S

to be

internal breakpoint status word

mask location for specifying which bits are

examined during a bit 'pattern search

location defining the operating priority of ODT

location containing the condition codes (bits 0-3) and

interrupt priority level (bits 5-7)

Breakpoints

The breakpoint feature facilitates monitoring the progress of program
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execution. A breakpoint may be set at any instruction which is not
referenced by the program for data. When a breakpoint is set, ODT
replaces the contents of the breakpoint location with a trap
instruction. Thus, when the program is executed and the breakpoint is
encountered, program execution is suspended, the original contents of
the breakpoint location are restored, and ODT regains control.

Setting the Breakpoint (n;B) - ODT-11 provides only one breakpoint;
ODT-llX provides eight. Breakpoint (s) may be changed at any time. A
breakpoint is set by typing the address of the desired location of the
breakpoint followed by ;B. For example:

*1020;B
*

sets a breakpoint at location 1020.
to location 1120 as shown below.

*1020;B
*1120;B

The breakpoint above is changed

Breakpoints should not be set at locations referenced by the program
for data, nor at an lOT, EMT, or TRAP instruction.

The breakpoint is removed by typing ?B without an argument, as shown
below.

*1120;B
*;B

(sets breakpoint at location 1120)
(remove breakpoint)

Locating the Breakpoint ($B) - The command $B/ causes ODT-11 to print
the address of the breakpoint

*$B/001120

The breakpoint was set at location 1120. $B represents the address
containing ODT-ll's breakpoint location. Typing the RETURN key in the
example above leaves the breakpoint at location 1120 and returns
control to ODT-11. The breakpoint could be changed to a different
location:

*$B/001120
*$B/001114
*

1114

The breakpoint was found in location 1120, changed to location 1114,
and the change was verified.

If no breakpoint is set, $B contains an address internal to ODT-11.

Running the Program (n;G and n;P)

Program execution is under control of ODT. There are two commands for
running the program? n;G and n;P. The n;G command is used to start
execution (GO) and n?P to continue (Proceed) execution after halting
at a breakpoint. For example:
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*1000;G

starts execution at location 1000. The program
encounters a breakpoint or until program completion.

runs until it

When a breakpoint is encountered, execution stops and ODT-11 prints B;

followed by the address of the breakpoint. Desired locations can then

be examined for expected data. For example:

*1010;B
*100O;G
B;001010

(breakpoint is set at location 1010)
(execution started at location 1000)

(execution stopped at location 1010)

To continue program execution from the breakpoint, type ;P in response

to CDT-ll's last *.

When a breakpoint is set in a loop, it may be desirable to allow the

program to execute a certain number of times through the loop before
recognizing the breakpoint. This may be done by typing the n;P

command and specifying the number of times the breakpoint is to be

encountered before program execution is suspended (on the n (th)

encounter)

.

Example:

B ; 1 1

*1250;B
*4;P
B;001250

(execution halted at breakpoint)
(set breakpoint at locr^tion 1250)
(continue execution. loop through
breakpoint 3 times and halt on the
4(th) occurrence of the breakpoint)

The breakpoint repeat count can be inspected by typing $B/ followed by

LINE FEED. The repeat count is then printed. This also provides an

alternative way of specifying the count. Since the location is open,

its contents can be modified in the usual manner by typing new

contents followed by the RETURN key.

*$B/001114 <lf>
nnnnnn/000003 6

(address of breakpoint is 1114)
(repeat count was 3, changed to 6)

Breakpoints are inserted when performing an n;G or n;P command. Upon

execution of the n;G or n;P command, the general registers 0-6 are set

to the values in the locations specified as $0-$6 and the processor

status register is set to the value in the location specified as $S.

Searches

with ODT you can search all or any specified portion of core memory

for any specific bit pattern or for references to a specific location.

The location represented by $M is used to specify the mask of the

search. The next two sequential locations contain the lov. l and upper

limits of the search. Bits set to 1 in the mask are .examined during

the search; other bits are ignored. For example,

*$M/000000
nnnnnn/00000
nnnnnn/000000

177400 <lf>
1000 <lf>
1040

(<lf> denotes typing LINE FEED)
(starting address of search)
(last address in search)
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where nnnnnn represents some location in ODT. This location varies
and is meaningful only for reff ence purposes. Note that in the first
line above, the slash was used to open $M which now contains 177400,
and that "he LINE FEEDs opened the next two sequential locations which
now contain the ""-^wer and upper limits of the search.

Word Search (n;W) - Before initiating a word search, the mask and
search limits ---.t be specified as explained above. Then the search
object and the in^itiating command are given using the n;W command
where n is the search object. Wwen a match is found, the address of
the unmasked matching word is printed. For example:

*$M/''0 00 00
nnnnnn/000000
nnnnnn/000000
* 4 ; W
001010 /00770
001034/000404

177400 <lf>
1000 <lf>
1040

(test high order eight bits)

(initiating word search)

In the search process, the word currently being examined and the
search object are exclusive ORed (XORed) , and the result is ANDed to
the mask. If this result is zero, a match has been found, and is
reported at the terminal. Note that is the mask is zero, all
locations within the limits are printed.

Effective Address Search (n;E) - ODT enables you to search for words
which address a specified location. After specifying the search
limits, type n;E (where n is the effective address) to initiate the
search.

Words which are either an absolute address (argument n itself) , a
relative address offset, or a relative branch to the effective address
are printed after their addresses. For example:

*$M/177400 <lf>
nnnnnn/001000 1010 <lf>
nnnnnn/001040 1060
*1034;E
001016/0 01006
001Gb4/002767
*1020;E
001022/177774
001030/001020

init iat ing search)
relative branch)
relative branch;
initiating a new search)
relative address offset)
absolute address)

Particular attention should be given to the reported references to the
effective address because a word may have the specified bit pattern of
an effective address without actua'ly being so used, ODT will report
these as well.
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Calculating Offsets (n;0)

Relative addressing and branching use an offset - the nimber of words

or bytes forward or backward from the current location of the

effective address. During the debugging session it may be necessary
to change a relative address or branch reference by replacing one

instruction offset with another. ODT calculates the offsets in

response to the n;0 command.

The command n;0 causes ODT to print the 16-bit and 8-bit offsets from

the currently open location to address n. In ODT-11, the 8-bit offset

is printed as a 16-bit word. For example:

*346/000034
*/000022
*20/000046
*20/000067

414;0 000044 000022 22

200;O 000156 000067 67

In the first example, location 346 is opened and the offsets from that
location to location 414 are calculated and printed. The contents of

location 346 are then changed to 22 and verified on the next line.

The 16-bit offset is printed followed by the 8-bit offset. In the

example above, 000156 is the 16-bit offset and 000067 is the 8-bit

offset.

The 8-bit offset is printed only if the 16-bit offset is even, as in

the case above. With ODT-11 only, the user must determine whether the

8-bit offset is out of the range 177600 to 000177 (-128 decimal to 127

decimal) . The offset of a relative branch is calculated and modified

as follows:

*1034/103421 1034;O 177776 177777 103777

Note that the modified low-order byte 377 must be combined with the

unmodified high-order byte. Location 1034 was still open after the

calculation, thus typing 103777 changed its contents? the location

was then closed.

ODT's Priority Level ($P)

$P represents a location in ODT that contains the priority level at

which ODT c^jerates. If $P contains the value 377, ODT operates at the

priority level of the processor at the time ODT is entered. Otherwise
$P may contain a value between and 7 corresponding to the fixed

priority at which ODT operates.

To set ODT to the desired priority level, open $P.

present contents, which may then be changed:
ODT prints the

*$P/000006
•

377

If $P is not specified, its value is seven.

Breakpoints may be set in routines at different priority levels. For

example, a program running at a low priority level may use a device
service routine operating at a higher priority level. If a breakpoint
occurs from a low priority routine, if ODT operates at a low priority
, and if an interrupt does occur from a high priority routine, then
the breakpoints in the high priority routine will not be executed
since they have been removed.
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ODT-llX

ODT-llX has
following.

all the commands and features of ODT-11 plus the

Opening, Changing and Closing Locations

In addition to operating on words, ODT-llX operates on bytes.

One way to open a byte is to type the address of the byte followed by
a backslash:

*1001/025 (\ is printed by typing SHIFT and L)

a word wasA backslash typed alone reopens the last open byte. If
previously open, the backslash reopens its even byte.

*1002/000004\004

The LINE FEED and up-arrow (or circumflex) keys operate on bytes if
byte is open when the command is gi^^en. For example:

*1001\025 <lf>
00100.:\004
001d01\025

Open the Addressed Location (9) - The symbol @ optionally modifies,
closes an open word, and uses its contents as the address of the
location to open next.

*1006/001024
001024/000500
*1006/001024
002100/177774

2100 @

(open location 1024 next)

(modify to 2100 and open
location 2100)

Relative Branch Offset (>) - The right angle bracket, >, optionally
modifies, closes an open word, and uses its even byte as a relative
branch offset to the next word opened.

1032/000407
000636/000010

301 (modify to 301 and interpret
as a relative branch)

Note that 301 is a negative offset (-77) • The offset is doubled
before it is added to the PC; therefore, 1034 -»- -176 = 636.

Return to Previous Sequence (<) - The left angle bracket, <,
optionally modifies, closes an open location, and opens the next
location of the previous sequence interrupted by a _, 9, or > command.
Note that __,§,> causes a sequence change to the word opened. If a

sequence change has not occurred, < simply opens the next location as
a LINE FEED does. The command operates on both words and bytes.

1032/000407 301
000636/000010 <

(> causes a sequence change)
(< causes a return to original
sequence)
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001034/001040 @

001040/000405\005
001035\ 002 <

001036\ 004

<

(@ causes a sequence change)
(< now operates on byte)
(< acts like <lf>)

Calculating Offsets (n;0)

The command n;0 causes ODT to print the 16-bit and 8-bit offsets from
the currently open location to address n. The following examples,
repeated from the ODT-11 section describing this command show a

difference only in printout format:

*346/000034 414:0
*/000022
*1034/103421 1034:0
*/103777

000044 022 22

177776 377\021 377

Note that the modified low-order byte 377 must be combined with the
unmodified high-order byte.

Breakpoints

With ODT-llX you can set up to eight breakpoints concurrently,
numbered through 7. The n;B command used in ODT-11 to set the
breakpoint at address n sets the next available breakpoint in ODT-llX.
Specific breakpoints may be set or changed by the n;mB command where m
is the number of the breakpoint. For example:

*1020;B
*1030;B
*1040;B
*1032;1B

(sets breakpoint 0)
(sets breakpoint 1)

(sets breakpoint 2)

(resets breakpoint 1)

The ;B command used in ODT-11 to remove the only breakpoint removes
all breakpoints in ODT-llX. To remove only one of the breakpoints,
use the ;nB command, where n is the number of the breakpoint. For
example:

*;2B (removes the second breakpoint)

The $B/ command opens the location containing the address of
breakpoint 0. The next seven locations contain the addresses of the
other breakpoints in order, and thus can be opened using the LINE FEED
key. (The next location is for single-instruction mode, explained in

the next section.) Example:

*$B/00120 <lf>
nnnnnn/ 001032 <lf>
nnnnnn/ (address internal to ODT)

In this example, breakpoint 2 is not set. The contents are an address
internal to ODT. After the table of breakpoints is the table of
Proceed command repeat counts for each breakpoint and for the
single-instruction mode.

<lf>
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nnnnnn/001036
nnnnnn/nnnnnn
nnnnnn/000000
nnnnnn/000000

<lf>
<lf>
15 <lf>

(address of breakpoint 7)
(single-instruction address)
(count for breakpoint 0)

(count for breakpoint 1)

It should be noted that a repeat count in a Proceed command refers
only to the most recent breakpoint. Execution of other breakpoints
encountered is determined by their own repeat counts.

Single-Instruction Mode

with this mode you can specify the number of instructions you wish
executed before suspension of the program run. The Proceed command,
instead of specifying a repeat count for a breakpoint encounter,
specifies the number of succeeding instructions to be executed. Note
that breakpoints are disabled when single-instruction mode is
operative. Commands for single- instruction mode follow:

;nS Enable single-instruction mode (n can have any value
and serves only to distinguish this form from the form
;S); breakpoints are disabled.

n;P for next n instructions
n is missing, it is assumed

Proceeds with program run
before reentering ODT (if
to be 1) . (Trap instructions and associated handlers
can affect the Proceed repeat count.)

;s Disables single-instruction mode

When the repeat count for single-instruction mode is exhausted and the
program suspends execution, ODT prints:

B8;n

where n is the address of the next instruction to be executed. The $B
breakpoint table contains this address following that of breakpoint 7.

However, unlike the table entries for breakpoints 0-7, the B8 entry is
not affected by direct modification.

Similiarly, the repeat count for single-instruction mode follows the
repeat count for breakpoint 7. This table entry, however, may be
directly modified, and thus is an alternative way of setting the
single-instruction mode repeat count. In such a case, ;P implies the
argument set in the $B repeat count table rather than the argument 1.

ERROR DETECTION

ODT-11 and ODT-llX inform you of two types of errors: illegal or
unrecognizable command and bad breakpoint entry.

Neither ODT-11 nor ODT-llX checks for the legality of an address when
commanded to open a location for examination or modification.

Thus, the commana

177774/

references nonexistent memory, and causes a trap through the vector at
location 4. If this vector has not been properly initialized (by lOX,
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or the user program if lOX is not used), unpredictable results occur.

Similarly, a command such as

$20/

which references an address eight times the value represented by $2,
may cause an illegal (nonexistent) memory reference.

Typing other than a legal command causes ODT to ignore the command,
print

and wait for another command. Therefore, to cause ODT to ignore a

command just typed, type an illegal character (such as 9 or RUBOUT)
and the command will be treated as an error, i.e., ignored.

ODT suspends program execution whenever it encounters a breakpoint,
i.e., a trap to its breakpoint routine. If the breakpoint routine is
entered and no known breakpoint caused the entry, ODT prints:

BE001542

and waits for another command. In the example above, BE001542 denotes
Bad Entry from location 001542. A bad entry may be caused by an
illegal trace trap instruction, setting the T-bit in the status
register, or by a jump to the middle of ODT.
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APPENDIX B

OTS MODULE CRFIND

.TITLE CRFIND TEST FOR FILE
HEADER V0301,<K. S.HOLMES 12-JUL-78>

THIS TYPED PROCEDURE IS USED TO FIND A FILE ENTRY
IN A DIRECTORY. THE ROUTINE RETURNS ZERO IF FILE
IS PRESENT AND NON-ZERO FOR ERROR.

THE FORMAL SPEC IS:-

• INTEGER* 'PROCEDURE • FIND ( 'VALUE '' BYTE M

;

THE 'VALUE' 'BYTE' IS THE FILES LUN

THE CALLING SEQUENCE

DEFLUN(1,DK0: [ 1 , 2 ] COROTS .MSG, ERR)

;

I := FIND(l)

;

.PSECT COTS$I
FIND:

:
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